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Levantine Colloquial Arabic is an umbrella term for the continuum of dialects spoken in
Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, Israel, and Jordan, a region collectively known as the Levant.
Although there are some differences in pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar, the
varieties of Arabic spoken in this region are, to a large extent, mutually intelligible. It
would be confusing and ineffective to try to include several regional varieties in the
conjugation tables in this book. For this reason, one variety, Lebanese Arabic, has been
chosen. Even if you plan to travel to—or just talk with speakers from—other parts of the
Levant, you will be able to communicate using the Lebanese dialect and accent
successfully. If your aim is to mimic a local dialect, you will only need to make minor
adjustments, which you will pick up over time by listening to locals. (Update (2021):
Palestinian Arabic Verbs is now available.)

The concept of this book has been modeled after two other Lingualism titles: Egyptian
Colloquial Arabic Verbs and The Big Fat Book of Egyptian Arabic Verbs. The former focuses
on classifying verbs into patterns while the latter gives conjugation tables for the most
common verbs, along with example sentences. Levantine Arabic Verbs: Conjugation
Tables and Grammar does both, including tables of the most commonly used verbs in
daily life and example sentences, as well as providing a system of verb classifications
which allows you to conjugate any of the 750 verbs shown in the indexes.
The materials in this book are largely based on surveys completed by native speakers of
Lebanese Arabic. I found that individuals, even those in the same city (namely, Beirut),
sometimes disagree on the vowels used in some verbs. In such cases, I chose the most
common, acceptable form. Keep this in mind, however, as you will hear variations among
native speakers.

The conjugation tables show perfect, imperfect, bi-imperfect, imperative, and active
participle forms of verbs. (These may also be known by other grammatical names, such
as past, subjunctive, present, command, and present participle.) The passive participle
(past participle) and verbal noun (gerund, masdar) are not included in the tables as they
are used as adjectives and nouns, respectively, falling outside the scope of this book.

I want to thank Aisha El Saleous, Ibrahim Sioufi, Hoda Hilal, Mona Noureddine, and
Nadine-Lama Choucaire for providing the many wonderful example sentences in this
book, as well as editing and answering all of my questions to ensure a high level of
accuracy and authenticity of the information. A special thanks to Nadine-Lama Choucaire
for also recording the accompanying audio tracks.

Audio

Visit www.lingualism.com/lav, where you can find free
accompanying audio to download or stream (at variable
playback rates)
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How to Use This Book
Arabic verbs are traditionally
grouped into measures.
Ü p. 115

The most basic form of
an Arabic verb (the 3rdperson singular perfect
tense form) is used to
reference the verb, as
the infinitive is in
English.
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Tables appear in
alphabetical order,
numbered for easy
reference. In the
indexes, this table is
referenced as T-62.

The persons
appear in the
left column,
written only
in phonemic
transcription
so as not to
distract from
the verb written in Arabic.
Ü p. 105

A single, common
translation of each
verb is given at the top
of the table. Other
possible translations
and meanings can be
found in the example
sentences and indexes.

Tenses and
moods head
each column.
Study the
grammar section for the
usage of each.
Ü p. 107-115

Notes highlight idiosyncrasies of
certain verbs.

Conjugated
verbs appear
both in Arabic
script and
phonemic
transcription.
Ü p. v-viii

Audio tracks
with the conjugated forms
and example
sentences for
all tables are
available to
download for
free at

www.lingualism.com/lav
.

Example sentences demonstrate the verb being used in
various tenses, moods, and persons. Study the sentences
to better understand the range of meanings (and
translations) and idiomatic usage of the verb.
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Use the Index by Table Pattern to conjugate hundreds more common Levantine
Arabic verbs.
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First, find the verb you would like to conjugate in the Arabic Index (Ü p. 133) or
English Index (Ü p. 144). Next to it, you will see an alphanumeric label. For
example, if you look up  ﺳﺒﺢor swim, you will see 1s1 following the verb.
Now, go to the Index by Table Pattern (Ü p. 118) and find group 1s1. (Notice that
1s1 is shorthand for sound measure I, first subgroup. Ü p. 115-117).

You can see  ﺳﺒﺢswim listed alphabetically in group 1s1. There is no conjugation
table for this particular verb, but all of the verbs belonging to group 1s1 share the
same conjugation pattern. Use any of the verbs that do have a table (marked T-)
to model the conjugation of ﺳﺒﺢ.
You can, for example, look up T-32 (table 32 on p. 32 for the verb  دﻓﻊpay) and
substitute the three radicals (consonants) of this verb with those of  ﺳﺒﺢswim. If
you want to say they swim, find the equivalent of they pay in table 32 (the biimperfect hínni form):  ﺑْ ِﻴ ْﺪﻓَﻌﻮاbyídfa3u and transform it into  ﺑْ ِﻴ ْﺴ َﺒﺤﻮاbyísbaɧu.
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Pronunciation
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Levantine Colloquial Arabic (LCA) is a spoken dialect with no official status or rules
of orthography. Native speakers tend to borrow spelling conventions from
Modern Standard Arabic with some accommodations to account for LCA
pronunciation. Arabic script, however, is ill-suited to show the actual
pronunciation of LCA, including word stress and sound changes that occur when
verbs are conjugated. Even if you are comfortable with Arabic script, it is advised
that you pay close attention to the phonemic transcription (and audio tracks) to
determine a more precise pronunciation of verbs. IPA (International Phonetic
Alphabet) symbols are found in [square brackets] in the descriptions below. You
may find exceptions to the following rules, especially when it comes to words
borrowed from other languages.

Consonants

The following sounds are also found in English and should pose no difficulties:
examples
b
[ بb] as in bed
bána ( ﺑﻨﻰbuild)
d
[d
]
as
in
dog,
but
with
the
tongue
د
dáris ( د ِرسstudy)
̪
touching the back of the upper teeth
f
[ فf] as in four
fātūra ( ﻓﺎﺗﻮرةbill)
j
[ جj] as in pleasure and beige
jísim ( ِﺟ ِﺴﻢbody)
h
[ ﻩh] as in house
hājam( ﻫﺎﺟﻢattack)
k
[ كk] as in kid
ákal ( اﻛﻞeat)
l
[ لl] a light l as in love
líbis ( ِﻟ ِﺒﺲget dressed)
m
[ مm] as in moon
māt ( ﻣﺎتdie)
n
[ نn] as in nice
nísi ( ِﻧﴘforget)
p
[ بp] appears in some foreign borrowings
spōr ( ْﺳﺒﻮرsport)
s
[ س ثs] as in sun
síni ( ِﺳ ِﻨﺔyear)
š
[ شʃ] as in show
šū ( ﺷﻮwhat)
t
[ تt]̪ as in tie, but with the tongue touching
tlāti ( ﺗ ْﻼ ِﺗﺔthree)
the back of the upper teeth
mūvī ( ﻣﻮﰲmovie)
v
[ فv] appears in some foreign borrowings
wēn ( و ْﻳﻦwhere)
w
[ وw] as in word
yíktub ( ِﻳ ْﻜ ُﺘﺐhe writes)
y
[ يj] as in yes
zār ( زارvisit)
z
[ ز ذz] as in zoo
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perfect

imperfect

ﺟ ﻴﺖ
ﺟ ﻴﻨ ﺎ
ﺟ ﻴﺖ
ﺟ ﻴﺘﻲ
ﺟﻴﺘﻮا
إِﺟﺎ
إِ ِﺟﺖ
إِﺟﻮا

jīt

ána

jīna

íji
níji

bi-imperfect

إِﺟﻲ
ﻧِﺠﻲ
ﺗِﺠﻲ
ﺗِﺠﻲ
ﺗِﺠﻮا

bíji

ِﻳﺠﻲ
ﺗِﺠﻲ
ِﻳﺠﻮا

byíji

mníji

ِﺑﺠﻲ
ْﻣ ِﻨﺠﻲ
ﺑْ ِﺘﺠﻲ
ﺑْ ِﺘﺠﻲ
ﺑْ ِﺘﺠﻮا
ﺑْ ِﻴﺠﻲ
ﺑْ ِﺘﺠﻲ
ﺑْ ِﻴﺠﻮا
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níɧna

ِإﺟﺎ

to come

irregular defective measure I

ínta

jīt

ínti

jīti

íntu

jītu

húwwi

íja

híyyi

íjit

hínni

íju

tíji
tíji

tíju
yíji
tíji

yíju

btíji
btíji

btíju

btíji

byíju

imperative

ínta

tá3a

ínti

tá3i

íntu

tá3u

⚠

active participle

ﺗ َﻌﺎ
ﺗ َﻌﻲ
ﺗ َﻌﻮا

masculine

jēy

feminine

jēyi

plural

jēyīn

 Only the third-person perfect forms begin with  ِإi-.
 The positive imperative is completely unrelated to the verb.
 The masculine active participle is also commonly pronounced  ﺟﺎﻳﻲjēyi.

. ﻣﺎ ﺣﺪا ﻓﺘﺢ،ﺟﻴﺖ ﻟ ِﻌ ْﻨﺪك ودﻗّﻴْﺖ اﻟﺒﺎب

I came to your house and knocked on the door, but no one answered.

.ﳌ ّﺎ ﺗِﺠﻲ ِﻣﻦ اﻟ ّﺴﻮق ِدﻗّﻴﲇ

When you get back from shopping, call me.

؟8ﺘﻰ ﺟﺎﻳMْ أ

When are you are coming?

.ﺸ ِﻬﺮ
ّ ْﺑْ ِﺘﺠﻲ ﻟ ِﻌ ْﻨﺪي اﻟ ّﺸﻐﺎﻟِﺔ ﻣ ّﺮة ﺑﺎﻟ

The cleaning lady comes to my house
once a month.

. ْﻣ ِﻨ ْﻔﻄﺮ َﺳﻮا،ﺼﺒُﺢ
ﺗﻌﻮا َع ﺑُ ْﻜﺮا اﻟ ﱡ

Come tomorrow morning and we’ll have breakfast together.
1 | Levantine Arabic Verbs

ﺟ ﺎي
ﺟﺎ ِﻳﺔ
8ﺟ ﺎﻳ
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irregular measure I

to take

perfect

imperfect

ʔaxádit

níɧna

ʔaxádna

ínta

ʔaxádit

ínti

ʔaxádti

íntu

ʔaxádtu

أَ َﺧ ِﺪت
أَ َﺧ ْﺪﻧﺎ
أَ َﺧ ِﺪت
`أَ َﺧ ْﺪ
أَ َﺧ ْﺪﺗﻮا
أَ َﺧﺪ
أَ َﺧ ِﺪت
أَ َﺧﺪوا

bi-imperfect

آ ُﺧﺪ
ﻧﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺗﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺗﺎ ْﺧﺪي
ﺗﺎ ْﺧﺪوا
ﻳﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺗﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﻳﺎ ْﺧﺪوا

ʔēxud
nēxud

ﺑﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ْﻣﻨﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﺘﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﺘﺎ ْﺧﺪي
ﺑْﺘﺎ ْﺧﺪوا
ﺑْﻴﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﺘﺎ ُﺧﺪ
ﺑْﻴﺎ ْﺧﺪوا

bēxud
mnēxud
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ána

أَ َﺧﺪ

húwwi

ʔáxad

híyyi

ʔáxadit

hínni

ʔáxadu

tēxud
tēxdi

tēxdu

yēxud
tēxud

yēxdu

imperative

ínta

xud

ínti

xídi

íntu

xídu

⚠

btēxud
btēxdi

btēxdu

byēxud
btēxud

byēxdu

active participle

ُﺧﺪ
ِﺧﺪي
ِﺧﺪوا

masculine

ʔēxid (mēxid)

feminine

ʔēxdi (mēxdi)

plural

ʔēxdīn (mēxdīn)

(آ ِﺧﺪ )ﻣﺎ ِﺧﺪ
(آ ْﺧ ِﺪة )ﻣﺎ ْﺧ ِﺪة

(آ ْﺧﺪﻳﻦ )ﻣﺎ ْﺧﺪﻳﻦ

 The imperfect forms have a long vowel, unlike regular measure I verbs.
 The active participle has a less common variant beginning with  ﻣـm-.
  أﻛﻞʔákal (T-4) is the twin of this irregular verb.

. ِﻣﻦ اﻟ ْﺨﺰاﻧِﺔfأﺧ ِﺪت ِﻋﻠْ ِﺒﺔ ﻣﻨﺎﻛ

I took the nail polish box out of the closet.

ّْ ِﺧﺪوا ﺧﻴّْ ُﻜﻦ اﻟ
. ﻋﺎﳌ ْﺪر ِﺳﺔ ﻣ ْﻌ ُﻜﻦfﺼﻐ

Take your little brother with you to school.

.ﻣﺎ ﺑْﺘﺎ ُﺧﺪ وﻻ ﳾ ﺑْﺪون إ ِذن

Don’t take anything without permission.

.ﻛﺎن آ ِﺧﺪ ﻣﻌﻮ ِﻋ ﱢﺪة ﺻﻴْﺪ

He has taken a fishing kit with him.

.ِﺧﺪي ْﺣ ِﻤﲇ ﻣﻌﻲ اﻟِ ْﻐﺮاض
Help me carry these bags.
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sound measure I

to stop

perfect

imperfect

xlíʂit

níɧna

xlíʂna

ínta

xlíʂit

ínti

xlíʂti

íntu

xlíʂtu

ِ ِْﺧﻠ
ﺼﺖ
ﺼ ﻨﺎ
ْ ِْﺧﻠ
ِ ِْﺧﻠ
ﺼﺖ
ﺼ ﺘﻲ
ْ ِْﺧﻠ
ﺼﺘﻮا
ْ ِْﺧﻠ
ِﺧﻠِﺺ
ِ ِْﺧﻠ
ﺼﺖ
ِﺧﻠْﺼﻮا

íxlaʂ
níxlaʂ

إِ ْﺧﻠَﺺ
ﻧِ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺗِ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺗِﺨﻠَﴢ
ﺗِﺨﻠَﺼﻮا
ِﻳﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺗِﺨﻠَﺺ
ِﻳﺨﻠَﺼﻮا

bi-imperfect
bíxlaʂ
mníxlaʂ

ِﺑ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ْﻣ ِﻨ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺑْ ِﺘ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺑْ ِﺘ ْﺨﻠَﴢ
ﺑْ ِﺘ ْﺨﻠَﺼﻮا
ﺑْ ِﻴ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺑْ ِﺘ ْﺨﻠَﺺ
ﺑْ ِﻴ ْﺨﻠَﺼﻮا

sam
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ána

ِﺧ ِﻠﺺ

húwwi

xíliʂ

híyyi

xílʂit

hínni

xílʂu

tíxlaʂ

tíxlaʂi

tíxlaʂu
yíxlaʂ
tíxlaʂ

yíxlaʂu

btíxlaʂ

btíxlaʂi

btíxlaʂu
byíxlaʂ
btíxlaʂ

byíxlaʂu

imperative

ínta

xlāʂ

ínti

xláʂi

íntu

xláʂu

active participle

ْﺧﻼص
ْﺧﻠَﴢ
ْﺧﻠَﺼﻮا

masculine

xāliʂ

feminine

xālʂa

plural

xālʂīn

ِ ِْﺧﻠ
.ﺸ ﻜﻞ
ْ ﺼﺖ اﻟﺤ ْﻔﻠِﺔ ﺑْﺴﺒﺐ اﳌ

The party stopped because the fight.
. ﻐ ﻠ ِﺔ
ْ  ﺑْﻬﺎﻟ ّﺸfْﺧﻠﴢ ِﻣﻦ اﻟﺘّ ْﻔﻜ
Stop thinking about that.

ِ  ﺑْ ِﻴ ْﺨﻠﺺ ﺣ ْﻜﻴﻮ ﻣ،إذا ﺑْ ِﺘ ْﱰْﻛﻴﻪ
.ﻌﻚ

If you break up with him, he’ll stop talking to you.

ِ ِِﺧﻠِﺺ اﳌ ِ ْﺸﻮار ﻷ ّن ﺗ
. ﻌ ﺒ ْﻨ ﺎ

The journey stopped because we were tired
.ﴩب
ْ  ِﻣﻦ ﻛُ ِﺘـﺮ اﻟ ﱡ8ﻋﺔ ﺧﺎﻟْﺼõَﻫﻴْﺪول اﻟ ّﺠ

These people are wasted from drinking too much.
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ﺧﺎﻟِﺺ
ﺼﺔ
َ ْ ﺧ ﺎﻟ
8ﺧﺎﻟْﺼ
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šífit

níɧna

šífna

ínta

šífit

ínti

šífti

íntu

šíftu

to see

perfect

imperfect

ِﺷ ِﻔﺖ
ِﺷ ْﻔﻨﺎ
ِﺷ ِﻔﺖ
ِﺷ ْﻔﺘﻲ
ِﺷ ْﻔﺘﻮا

šūf

yšūf

yšūfu

nšūf

ﺷﻮف
ﻧْﺸﻮف
ﺗ ْﺸﻮف
ﺗ ْﺸﻮﰲ
ﺗ ْﺸﻮﻓﻮا
ﻳْﺸﻮف
ﺗ ْﺸﻮف
ﻳْﺸﻮﻓﻮا

ﺷﺎف
bi-imperfect
bšūf
minšūf

ﺑْﺸﻮف
ِﻣ ْﻨﺸﻮف
ِﺑﺘْﺸﻮف
ِﺑﺘْﺸﻮﰲ
ِﺑﺘْﺸﻮﻓﻮا
ﺑﻴﺸﻮف
ِﺑﺘْﺸﻮف
ﺑﻴﺸﻮﻓﻮا

sam
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hollow measure I

híyyi

šēfit

ﺷ ﺎف
ﺷﺎ ِﻓﺖ

hínni

šēfu

ﺷﺎﻓﻮا

húwwi

šēf

tšūf

tšūfi

tšūfu

tšūf

bitšūf

bitšūfi

bitšūfu
bišūf

bitšūf

bišūfu

imperative

ínta

šūf

ínti

šūfi

íntu

šūfu

active participle

ﺷﻮف
ﺷﻮﰲ
ﺷﻮﻓﻮ

masculine

šēyif

feminine

šēyfi

plural

šēyfīn

ﺷﺎ ِﻳﻒ
ﺷﺎﻳْ ِﻔﺔ

8ﺷﺎﻳْﻔ

ِ ﻣﺎ ِﺷ ْﻔﻨﺎ
.ﻫﺸﺎم ْﻣﺒﺎ ِرح

We didn’t see Hisham yesterday.

ِ ِﺑ ّﺪو ﻳْﺸﻮف ِﻣﻦ وﻳْﻦ ﻳْﺠﻴﺐ د ِﻋﻢ ﻟﻨ
.ﴩ ِرواﻳْﺘﻮ

He wants to see where he can get the funds to publish his novel.

ﺠﺪﻳ ِﺪة؟
ّْ ﺘﻰ ﺑ ّْﺪﻛُﻦ ﺗ ْﺸﻮﻓﻮا اﻟ ﱢﺸ ّﻘﺔ اﻟMْ أ

When do you want to see the new apartment?

ﺑُ ْﻜﺮا ﺑْﺸﻮف إذا ﱢ
.ﺪ ﻳﻦ
ّ وز ْ¶ﻬﺮﺟﺎﻧﺎت ﺑﻴْﺖ اﻟfْ ﰲ روح ع ﺣ ْﻔﻠِﺔ ﻓ

Tomorrow, I’ll see if I'm going to go to a Fayrouz concert at the Beit Ed-Dine festival.
.ﺴﺘﺎن و ْﻋﻄﻴﻨﻲ رأْ ِﻳﻚ
ْ ﺷﻮﰲ ﻫﺎﻟ ِﻔ

Look at this dress and give me your opinion.
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perfect
kēn fīni

ána

imperfect

ﻛ ﺎن ﻓ ﻴﻨﻲ
ﻛﺎن ِﻓﻴﻲ
ﻛ ﺎن ﻓ ﻴﻨ ﺎ
ﻛ ﺎن ﻓ ﻴﻚ
µﻛ ﺎن ﻓ ﻴ
ﻛﺎن ﻓﻴ ُﻜﻦ
ﻛﺎن ِﻓﻴﻮ
ﻛﺎن ِﻓﻴﺎ
8ُ ﻛﺎن ِﻓ

ykūn fīni
ykūn fíyi

ﻳْﻜﻮن ﻓﻴﻨﻲ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ِﻓﻴﻲ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ﻓﻴﻨﺎ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ﻓﻴﻚ
µﻳْﻜﻮن ﻓﻴ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ﻓﻴ ُﻜﻦ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ِﻓﻴﻮ
ﻳْﻜﻮن ِﻓﻴﺎ
8ُ ﻳْﻜﻮن ِﻓ

present
fīni
fíyi

ﻓ ﻴﻨﻲ
ِﻓﻴﻲ
ﻓ ﻴﻨ ﺎ
ﻓﻴﻚ
µﻓ ﻴ
ﻓﻴ ُﻜﻦ
ِﻓﻴﻮ
ِﻓﻴﺎ
8ُ ِﻓ
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kēn fíyi

ﻛﺎن ِﻓﻴﻮ

to be able to

prepositional phrase

kēn fīna

níɧna
ínta

kēn fīk

ínti

kēn fīki

íntu

kēn fīkun

húwwi

kēn fíyu

híyyi

kēn fíya

hínni

kēn fíyun

⚠

ykūn fīna
ykūn fīk

ykūn fīki

ykūn fīkun
ykūn fíyu
ykūn fíya

ykūn fíyun

fīna
fīk

fīki

fīkun
fíyu
fíya

fíyun

 Notice that here are two ána forms, both of which are common.
 In prepositional phrases, the verb  ﻛﺎنkēn is invariable, remaining in the thirdperson singular form.
 The present tense is expressed without using the bi-imperfect  ﺑﻴﻜﻮنbikūn.
 Compare with  ِﻗ ِﺪرʔídir in T-73.

ِ ﻛﺎن ِﻓﻴﻮ ِﻳﺘﱢ
.ﺼﻞ ﻋﺎﳌ ْﻮﺑﺎﻳْﻞ

He could have called by mobile phone.

 ﺗ ْﺠﻴﺒﻲ ﺑْﻄﺮﻳ ِﻘﻚ اﻟﻜ ْﻨ ِﺰة؟µﻣﺎ ﻓﻴ

Can’t you bring the sweater with you?

ﴪح؟
ْ ﻓﻴﻨﻲ ﻏ ّﻨﻲ ﻣﻌﻚ ﻋﺎﳌ

Can I sing with you on stage?

. ﻳْﺮﻛّْﺒﻮا ﺑﺎﻧِ ْﺮز ﻋﺎﻟﻄﱡ ْﺮﻗﺎت8ُ ِﻓ

They can put the banners on the streets.

. ﻣﺸﺎﻛِﻞfﻛﺎن ﻓﻴﻨﺎ ﻧِ ْﻨﻬﻲ اﳌ َ ْﻮﺿﻮع ﻛِ ْﺮﻣﺎل ﻣﺎ ﻳْﺼ
We could have put an end to the matter
so that there wouldn’t be problems.
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Personal Pronouns
Independent Pronouns
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Levantine Arabic has eight persons, which means there are eight pronouns and
eight conjugations for each tense. The following table shows the eight
independent pronouns, that is, pronouns which are independent words, and not
prefixes or suffixes.
LCA

ána

níɧna
ínta
ínti

íntu

húwwi
híyyi

hínni

أَﻧﺎ
ﻧِ ْﺤﻨﺎ
ﺖ
َ ْإِﻧ
إِﻧْﺘﻲ
إِﻧْﺘﻮ
ُﻫ ﱢﻮ
ِﻫ ﱢﻲ
ِﻫ ﱢﻦ

English

I

first-person masculine/feminine singular

we

first-person masculine/feminine dual/plural

you

second-person masculine singular

you

second-person feminine singular

you (guys)

second-person masculine/feminine dual/plural

he; it

third-person masculine singular

she; it

third-person feminine singular

they

third-person masculine/feminine dual/plural

⚠ Compared to Modern Standard Arabic, Levantine
Colloquial Arabic has four fewer pronouns, as the
dual is absorbed into the plural, which is used for
both genders.

LCA

إِﻧْﺘﻮ
ِﻫ ﱠﻦ

MSA

Ñ
 أَﻧْ ُ ﱠ/ ﻢ
ْ ُ أَﻧْﺘ/ õُأَﻧْﺘ
 ُﻫ ﱠﻦ/ ﻢ
ْ  ُﻫ/ õُﻫ

Ü You can hear the pronunciation of the independent pronouns on audio track
76B (T-76B).

Keep in mind that a conjugated verb contains a prefix and/or suffix which
specifies the subject of the verb, so subject pronouns are not usually necessary.
Independent pronouns are only used before conjugated verbs to emphasize the
subject. Compare the following:
bɧíbbak.
ána bɧíbbak.

.ْﺑ ِﺤ ّﺒﻚ
ﻚ
. أﻧﺎ ْﺑ ِﺤ ّﺒ

I love you.
I love you.
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 The imperfect follows the progressive particle  ﻋﻢ3am, equivalent to the
present continuous tense of English. It refers to actions happening at the time of
speaking, as well as those that are repetitive or ongoing.
؟è ﻋﻦ ﺷﻮ ﻋﻢ ِﺗ ْﺤWhat are you talking about?
.ﴫ ّﻳﺎﺗﻮ
ِ  ﻋﲇ ﻋﻢ ْﻳﺠ ﱢﻤﻊ ﻣAli is saving up his money.
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3an šū 3am tíɧki?
3áli 3am yjámmi3 maʂariyyātu.

 ﻋﻢ3am need not be repeated in a string of verbs.
3am túʈbux u tíɧɖar tilfizyõ.

ْ ُ ﻋﻢ ﺗShe’s cooking and watching TV.
.ﻄ ُﺒﺦ و ِﺗ ْﺤﴬ ِﺗ ْﻠ ِﻔ ْﺰﻳﻮن

The negative particle  ﻣﺎmā precedes  ﻋﻢ3am.
mā 3am íɧɖar film.

. ﻣﺎ ﻋﻢ إ ْﺣﴬ ﻓﻴ ْﻠﻢI’m not watching a movie.

 A negative imperative (command) is expressed by placing  ﻣﺎmā in front of a
second-person imperfect verb.
mā tídʔar fíyyi.
mā trūɧi la-wáɧdik la-hunēk.

. ﻣﺎ ِﺗ ْﺪﻗﺮ ِﻓﻴﻲDon’t touch me.
ِ
َ
. ﻣﺎ ﺗْﺮوﺣﻲ َﻟ َﻮ ْﺣﺪك ﻟ ُﻬﻨ ْﻴﻚDon’t go there alone.

An imperfect verb follows certain conjunctions of purpose* and time**.

rāɧit 3a-lbáɧir ta-tísbaɧ.

3am bídrus kirmēl mā -sʔuʈ.

fátaɧ ššibbēk ʔábil mā ynēm.

She went to the beach
(in order) to swim.
. ﻋﻢ ِﺑ ْﺪ ُرس ِﻛ ْﺮﻣﺎل ﻣﺎ إﺳ ُﻘﻂI’m studying so that I don’t fail.
He opened the window before
.ﻓﺘﺢ اﻟ ﱢﺸ ّﺒﺎك ﻗ ِﺒﻞ ﻣﺎ ْﻳﻨﺎم
he went to bed.
.را ِﺣﺖ ﻋﺎﻟﺒ ِﺤﺮ ﺗَ ِﺘ ْﺴﺒﺢ

*  ﺗـta-,  ﻟـla-,  ﺣﺘّﻰɧátta,  ﻋﺸﺎن3ašān,  ِﻣ ْﻨﺸﺎنminšān,  ِﻛ ْﺮﻣﺎلkirmēl ‘in order to’, ‘so that’
**  ﻗ ِﺒﻞ ﻣﺎʔábil mā ‘before’;  ﺑ ِﻌﺪ ﻣﺎbá3id mā ‘after’; ﺲ
ّ  ﺑbass ‘when’

The Bi-Imperfect Tense
Form

The bi-imperfect is formed by prefixing  بto conjugations of the imperfect tense.
If the imperfect prefix has a vowel, the bi-imperfect prefix takes a sukuun (◌ْ no
vowel). If it has a sukuun, the bi-imperfect prefix takes a kasra (◌ِ i). The níɧna
form takes ( مm) instead of ( بb).
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Indexes
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750 verbs are listed in the indexes, by pattern, alphabetically in Arabic, and by
English translation. The pattern for each verb is designated by an alphanumeric
indicator (1s1, 8d, etc.) Verbs which have their own tables are shown in bold and
their table numbers are preceded by T-.

Index by Table Pattern

The tables in this book show the conjugations for dozens of the most commonly
used verbs in Levantine Arabic, but, at the same time, the patterns in these tables
can be applied to other verbs with identical or nearly identical patterns, allowing
you to conjugate nearly any verb in the language. This index arranges verbs into
groups with common conjugation patterns.

1s1

T-42

sound measure I 
 ﺑﺤﺶdig

 ﺳﺄلask

 ﺳﺒﺢswim

 ﺑﺨﻊhumiliate

 ﺳﺤﺐwithdraw

 ﺑﻌﺖsend; mail

 ﺳﻤﺢallow, permit

 ﺑﻠﻊswallow

 ﺷﺤﺪbeg (for money)

 ﺗﺒﻊfollow

 ﴍحexplain

 ﺟﺮحwound, injure, hurt

 ﺷﻠﺢundress; take off,
remove
 ﺻﻨﻊmanufacture

 ﺟﻤﻊadd, add up; harvest

 ﺣﺼﻞobtain ﻋﲆ

 ﺿﻬﺮleave; go out

 ﺧﺪعdeceive

 ﻃﺒﻊprint

 ﺧﻠﻊsnatch

 ﻃﺤﻦgrind

 دﻋﺲstep

 ﻃﺮحsubtract

 دﻋﺲtread on ﻋﲆ

T-32

 دﻓﻊpay

T-33

 دﻗﺮtouch

 ﻇﻬﺮappear

T-66

 ﻓﺘﺢopen

 ﻓﺤﺺexamine

 دﻫﻦpaint

 ﻓﻘﺲclick on ﻋﲆ

 رﻓﻊraise

 زﺣﻂslip

 زرعplant (a seed), grow
(a plant)
 زﻋﺐkick; speak harshly

T-71
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 ﻓﻠﺢplow (field); work
hard
 ﻗﺒﺾearn
 ﻗﻨﻊconvince

 ﺗْﻔ ْﺮﻛﺶtrip (intr.)

F

foreign borrowings
 ﻳْﺪا ْوﻧْ ِﻠﺪ، دا ْوﻧْﻠﻮدdownload

 ﺗْﻠ ْﺨﺒﻂbe confused; get
mixed up; err, make
a mistake

 ﻳْﺴﺎ ِﻳﻒ، ﺳﺎﻳْﻒsave

sam
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T-15

Arabic – English Index

 أﺛ ّﺮaffect; influence 2s
 إﺟﺎcome (irr.) T-1
 أ ّﺟﺮrent ( ﻟـto) 2s
 أ ّﺟﻞpostpone 2s
 أﺧﺪtake (irr.) T-2
 أ ّﺧﺮdelay (tr.) 2s
 أ ّدبdiscipline 2s
 أ ّدنcall to prayer 2s
 أ ّدىperform, carry out  ْﯾ َؤد ّي2d
 أ ّﺳﺲfound, establish 2s
ﺻﺪر
ْ  أpublish 4s
 أ ْﻋﻠﻦannounce, declare 4s T-3
 أ ّﻛﺪconfirm, check, verify, assure 2s
 أﻛﻞeat (irr.) T-4
 أﻟّﻒcompose 2s
 أﻣﺮinstruct; give an order, command
1s3 T-5
 آﻣﻦbelieve (in  ) ِﺑـ3s
 أﻧْﻜﺮdeny 4s
 أ ّﻫﻞtrain, qualify, welcome 2s
 ﺑﺎدرinitiate 3s
 ﺑﺎدلreciprocate 3s
 ﺑﺎركbless 3s
 ﺑﺎسkiss 1h2
 ﺑﺎضlay (an egg) 1h1
 ﺑﺎعsell 1h1 T-6
 ﺑْﺘﺴﻢsmile 8s
 ﺑﺤﺶdig 1s1

 ﺑ ْﺤﻠﻖstare, gaze 11s
 ﺑ ّﺦspray 1g1
 ﺑ ْﺨﺸﺶtip (give a gratuity) 11s
 ﺑﺨﻊhumiliate (cause to lose face) 1s1
 ِﺑ ِﺨﻞbecome stingy 1s5
 ﺑ ْﺨﻮشpuncture 11s
 ﺑ ّﺪلreplace 2s
 ﺑﺮدfile (down) 1s2
 ﺑﺮدget cold 1s2
 ﺑﺮزbecome clear 1s2
 ﺑﺮشgrate 1s2
 ﺑ ْﺮﻃﻞbribe 11s
 ﺑﺮمturn (around); visit, roam 1s2 T-7
 ﺑ ْﺮﻫﻦprove 11s
 ﺑﺮىsharpen a pencil 1d1
 ﺑﺰقspit 1s2
 ﺑﺴﻂdisplay; spread out 1s3
ﴩ
ّ  ﺑpreach (about  ) ِﺑـ2s
ﺼﺒﺺ
ْ  ﺑpeep 11s
 ﺑﻄّﻞquit 2s
 ﺑﻌﺖsend; mail 1s1
 ِﺑ ِﻌﺪbecome far 1s6
 ِﺑﻘﻲbecome; stay; remain 1d3 T-8
 ﺑ ّﻜﻞbutton, fasten, buckle 2s
è ِﺑcry 1d4
 ﺑ ّﻞwet, dampen 1g1
 ﺑ ّﻠﺶbegin, start 2s T-9
 ﺑﻠﻊswallow 1s1
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English – Arabic Index
apply (to) ( ﻗ ّﺪم )ﻋﲆ2s
appoint |ّ  ﻋ2s
appreciate  ﻗ ّﺪر2s
approve of  واﻓﻖ3s
are à be
argue (with each other)  ﺗْﺨﺎﻧﻖ6s; argue
with  ﺧﺎﻧﻖ3s; argue (about) (ﺟﺎدل )ﻋﲆ
3s
arrange  رﺗّﺐ2s
arrest  ْﻋﺘﻘﻞ8s;  ﻗﺒﺾ ﻋﲆ1s3
arrested: get ~  ﻧْﻘﺒﺾ7s
arrive  ُو ِﺻﻞ1s9 T-92
ascend  ِﻃ ِﻠﻊ1s5 T-58
ask  ﺳﺄل1s1 T-42
assault  ﻫﺎﺟﻢ3s;  ْﻋﺘﺪى8d
assist  ﺳﺎﻋﺪ3s T-41
assume  ﻓﺮض1s3
assure  أ ّﻛﺪ2s
attack  ْﻋﺘﺪى ﻋﲆ8d
attack  ﻫﺠﻢ1s2;  ﻫﺎﺟﻢ3s
attempt  ﺣﺎ َول3s T-19
ِ  ِﺣ1s5 T-24
attend ﴬ
attract  ﺟﺬب1s2;  ﺷ ّﺪ1g1
avoid  ﺗْﻔﺎدى6d T-14;  ﺗْﺠ ّﻨﺐ5s
bad: go ~ (spoil)  ﻧْﺘﺰع7s;
bake  ﺧﺒﺰ1s2
bandage ﺼﺐ
ّ  ﻋ2s
baptize  ﻋ ّﻤﺪ2s
bargain  ﺳﺎوم3s
bark  ﻋ ّﻮى2d
bath: take a ~  ﺗْﺤ ّﻤﻢ5s
be  ﻛﺎن1h2 T-76
bear  ﺗْﺤ ّﻤﻞ5s
beat  ﻏﻠﺐ1s2;  ﴐب1s2;  د ّق1g1
become  ِﺑﻘﻲ1d3 T-8;  ﺻﺎر1h1 T-53
beg (for money)  ﺷﺤﺪ1s1
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abandon  ﻫﺠﺮ1s3
abduct  ﺧﻄﻒ1s3
able to: be ~  ِﻗ ِﺪر1s5 T-73;  ﻛﺎن ِﻓﻴﻮT-103
ablution: perform ~ ﴇ
ّ  ﺗْﻮ5d
accept  ِﻗ ِﺒﻞ1s5
accompany  راﻓﻖ3s
accomplish  ﺧﻠّﺺ2s
accuse  ﺗﻬﻢ1s2
accustomed: become ~ to  ﺗْﻌ ّﻮد5s
achieve  ﺣ ّﻘﻖ2s
acquainted: be ~ with  ﺗْﻌ ّﺮف5s
acquire  ﻛﺴﺐ1s1
act  ﻣﺜّﻞ2s
add  ﺿﺎف1h1;  زاد1h1; add up  ﺟﻤﻊ1s1
adjust  زﺑّﻂ2s
admit (to)  ﻓ ّﻮت2s;  ْﻋﱰف8s
adopt  ﺗْﺒ ّﻨﻰ5d
advise  ﻧﺼﺢ1s1
affect  أﺛ ّﺮ2s
afflict  ﺻﺎب1h1
afraid: be ~ of  ﺧﺎف1h3
age Qْ ﺧﺘ11s;  ﻋ ّﺠﺰ2s
agree  ِﻗ ِﺒﻞ1s5; agree (with) ( ﺗّﻔﻖ )ﻣﻊ8s
allow  ﺳﻤﺢ1s1;  ﺧ ّﲆ2d T-30
am à be
anger  ز ّﻋﻞ2s
angry: become ~ ﺼﺐ
ّ  ﻋ2s;  ِز ِﻋﻞ1s5
announce  أ ْﻋﻠﻦ4s T-3
annoy  ﺿﺎﻳﻖ3s
annoyed: become ~  ﻧ ْﺮﻓﺰ11s
answer  ﺟﺎوب3s;  ر ّد ﻋﲆ1g1
anxious: be ~  ِﻗ ِﻠﻖ1s5
apologize (to… for) ( ﻋﲆ...  ْﻋﺘﺬر )ﻟـ8s
appeal to  ﻋﺠﺐ1s2
appear  ﻇﻬﺮ1s1
applaud  زﻗّﻒ2s
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